
Y3
Computing: 

Stone Age Website
 

By default all pupils are working at age related standards, so only those pupils that are working 
below and at depth need to be identified. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

KEY IDEA SKILLS WORKING … INITIALS

Opening 
Header

Select options to change the 
appearance of digital content and 
explore tools to edit it.

Below Age 
Related

Insert an image, some text and change 
the theme of your website.

At Age 
Related

Insert an image and some text; change 
the theme and add a logo to your 
website.

At Depth

Misconceptions

Prehistoric 
Sites

Create a webpage which includes 
images, texts and hyperlinked buttons.

Below Age 
Related

Create a webpage which includes 
images, texts and hyperlinked buttons.

At Age 
Related

Create a webpage which includes 
images, texts and hyperlinked buttons 
with consistency in quality of images and 
text types. 

At Depth

Misconceptions

Fact Files

Combine images and text for different 
effects.

Below Age 
Related

Create a Glideshow and include images 
and text for different effects.

At Age 
Related

Create a Glideshow and include well 
presented images and text for different 
effects.

At Depth

Misconceptions
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KEY IDEA SKILLS WORKING … INITIALS

Artefacts & 
Archeologists

Create and edit a video by combining 
text, images and music.

Below Age 
Related

Create and edit a basic video by 
combining text, images and music.

At Age 
Related

Create and edit an advanced video by 
combining text, images and music 
(change the theme, layouts and duration 
of different  frames).

At Depth

Misconceptions

Cave 
Paintings

Create galleries that include images and 
video effects.

Below Age 
Related

Create basic galleries that include 
images and video effects.

At Age 
Related

Create galleries that include images and 
video effects with voice overs. At Depth

Misconceptions

Hunter 
Gatherers & 

Schalters

Select options to change the 
appearance of digital content and 
explore tools to edit it.

Below Age 
Related

Select options to change the 
appearance of digital content and 
explore tools to edit it by applying a 
variety of layouts to your website.

At Age 
Related

Select options to change the 
appearance of digital content and 
explore tools to edit it by applying 
different layouts and including 
collapsable text and an image carousel.

At Depth

Misconceptions


